
Magnetic Chucks OVERVIEW OF MAGNETIC CHUCKS

■Types of Chucks by Applications
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■Overview and Features of Chucks
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Type Model Application Applicable Machine Remarks
With T-groove

Super powerful type

Powerful waveform type

Lateral fine pitch type

Air-up type

Standard rectangular type

Micropitch type

Tilt type

Connecting and tilt type

Round type

Water-cooled type

KEZX

KETZ

KETN

KESL

KETB

KET

KETW

KET-U

KET-UT

KEC-AR

KEC-AS

KCT/KCT-U

KCC

Heavy duty cutting
high-speed cutting

Cutting

Grinding, light duty cutting,
belt grinding

Grinding

Grinding, light duty cutting

Thin workpiece grinding

Mold grinding

Large workpieces, angular grinding of cutters

Ring pole: Grinding

Star pole: Cutting

Grinding

Grinding, rotary grinding

Machining center
Milling machine
Large planomiller

Milling and grinding machine,
mass-production saw blade grinder

Grinder

Grinder, lathe, rotary grinder,
turning machine (face lathe)

Grinder

Grinder, rotary grinder

■Types of Electromagnetic Chucks

Type Model Application Applicable Machine Remarks
Powerful type

For small and thin
workpieces

Standard type

Rectangular type,
micropitch

Tilt type

Powerful round type

Star-pole round type

Standard round type

For small and thin workpiece

Round type, micropitch

Super thin type

For cemented carbide

Rectangular type with jet hole

Round type with jet hole

Rectangular type, micropitch

RMA

RMAW

RMT

RMWH

RMT-U

RMA-C

RMC-X

RMC

RMAW-C

RMCW

RTH

CMR

RMT-ED

RMC-ED

RMWH-ED

Milling machine

Grinder, milling machine

Grinder, electric
discharge machine

Grinder, electric
discharge machine

Grinder

Lathe

Grinder, lathe

Grinder

Electric discharge machine

■Types of Permanent Magnetic Chucks

Cutting, heavy duty cutting

Light duty cutting and grinding
of small and thin workpieces

Light duty grinding and cutting
of thin to thick workpieces

Fine-pitch grinding of small and
thin workpieces, holding in liquid

Mold grinding

Cutting

Light duty cutting, grinding

Universal grinding of thin to
thick workpieces

Light duty grinding and
high-speed grinding

Grinding of weak magnetic
materials such as cemented carbide

Improved water tightness,
securing workpieces during
electric discharge machining

      

 

 

Type Model Application Applicable Machine Remarks
Powerful type

Rectangular type

Micropitch type

Tilt type

Round type

Demagnetizing function type

EP-Q

EP-D

EPT

EPTW

EPZ-U

EPC

Milling machine,
machining center

Grinder
Lathe, turning machine

Cylindrical grinder,
rotary grinder

■Types of Permanent Electromagnetic Chucks

Heavy duty cutting,
general cutting

Grinding

Grinding thin workpieces

Mold grinding

Turning, grinding

Nonferrous
machining 　   

(                  )

Electromagnetic: KESL

RMT

Magnetic chucks include several types such as electromagnetic chucks, 
permanent magnetic chucks and permanent electromagnetic 
chucks, each having particular functional features.
In the machining industry, it has been known since the beginning of the 20th century 
to apply magnets to holding workpieces. In particular, recent technological 
development has expanded the scope of applications of magnetic chucks from only 
grinding machines to heavy duty cutting processes by machining centers, lathes, 
milling machines, etc. Today the applications have further been expanded to include 
metallic mold machining and electric discharge machining. Thus, the magnetic chucks 
that meet these high precision machining requirements play a very important role in 
many machining fields.
In addition to magnetic chucks, KANETEC offers chucks designed for nonmagnetic 
materials to respond to requirements in grinding of various materials. We believe you 
will find products in this brochure that meet your diversified needs.

Electromagnetic: KET
Permanent electromagnetic: EPT
Electromagnetic: KETL

Electromagnetic: KETW
Permanent electromagnetic:
EPTW
Electromagnetic (round):
KEC-AR
Permanent electromagnetic
 (round): EPC-AR

Electromagnetic: KETN
Electromagnetic (round):
KEC-AS
Permanent electromagnetic 
(round): EPC-AST
Permanent magnetic: RMA-C

Electromagnetic: KETZ
Permanent electromagnetic:
EP-Q, EP-D
Permanent electromagnetic
 (round): EPC-Z
Electromagnetic: ACSHIM KEZF
Permanent magnetic: RMA

Electromagnetic 
chuck

●Very efficient since workpieces can be attached/detached by switching operation.
●Easy automation by interlocking the chuck and the machine.
●Easy adjustment of the holding power.
●Easy to make a larger type of the chuck.

Permanent
magnetic
chuck

●Energy-saving type, requiring no power source. No fear of power 
failure and capable of holding workpieces for a long time.
●No heat generation and thus no thermal distortion due to 
temperature rise.

Sine bar chuck

Vacuum chuck

●Magnetic chuck equipped with a sine bar for high-precision grinding 
and inspection.
●Precisely finished to overall accuracy of 0.005 mm or better.
●Various types are avai lable;  e lectromagnetic ,  water-cooled 
electromagnetic, permanent magnetic and permanent electromagnetic 
chucks.

●Holds workpieces by action of atmospheric pressure.
●Vacuum chucks nonmagnetic materials.

PROMELTA
system

●Secures workpieces to a dedicated chuck using workpiece fixing 
agent.
●Secures nonmagnetic materials.

Water-cooled
electromagnetic
chuck

●Constructed to reduce heat generated during power on by water cooling.
●Suitable for high-precision machining and exhibits features of 
electromagnetic chucks.

●Most suitable for dry grinding. (Heat from workpieces themselves is 
absorbed also.)

Permanent
electromagnetic
chuck

●Very efficient since workpieces can be attached/detached by switching 
operation.

●Energy-saving, since electric power is used momentarily for 
attaching/detaching workpieces only.

●High accuracy because of no thermal distortion due to heat generated 
during power on.

●No change in the holding power in the event of power failure while the 
workpiece is being held.
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